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ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER 2023

1.ISSUES IN EDUCATION BROADCAST SATURDAY AT 8:00am and 8:00pm

7/1/23 Losing Our Liberty. Part 2 
Our precious freedoms are not based on government but on God. Freedom isn’t appreciated 
until it’s lost. Todd Starnes, a Fox News commentator and author of Culture Jihad-How to 
Stop the Left From Killing a Nation, says, “What’s happening in our country is the result of 
what has happened in schools being run by radicals. Without Biblical values, we are left with 
chaos.” Os Guinness, author of Last Call for Liberty- How America’s Genius Has Become Its 
Greatest Threat!, said, “Freedom comes from self- government, not external force. As our 
freedoms end, it’s a catastrophe, not just for America, but for the whole world!

7/8/23 The Coming of the Great Tribulation 
There is coming a Great Tribulation unlike anything ever seen on planet earth before where 
billions of people will die. Scripture describes a time of God pouring out His wrath on a 
rebellious, God hating world after the rapture of His followers. Israeli prophesy expert, Amir 
Tsarfati, author of Has The Tribulation Begun?, vividly describes the Revelation with a world-
wide earthquake, plagues, death and devastation which is the result of most people rejecting 
Christ and choosing to worship the Anti-Christ. Yes, there will be some people saved from hell 
during the Great Tribulation because of warnings given today.

7/15/23 Life Without Limits 
How could God have a purpose for a person born without arms, hands or legs? Nick Vujicic is 
a best selling author, evangelist and international speaker who has spoken to hundreds of 
millions of people. Nick Vujicic wrote, “If you can’t get a miracle, be a miracle.” His disability 
has given him a unique opportunity to transform lives. He has witnessed miracles like
praying for the founder of a human trafficking industry in India. She was healed and became a 
Christian. If he can have purpose and joy without arms or legs, then anyone can. Cuts of Nick 
speaking at a state prison in Alabama.

7/22/23 Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial intelligence is setting the stage for the advent of the Anti-Christ who will use AI to 
fake omniscience. Prophecy expert Jimmy Evans, author of The Tipping Point, says AI is the 
most significant invention to change the world since electricity. AI speaks every language thus 
erasing God’s curse dividing language at Babel. Trans-human soldiers have super-human 
powers. As prophesied in Rev 11, today is the first time in history that the whole world would 
see the two witnesses at the same time. Pastor Billy Crone says AI is essential for the Anti-
Christ to micro manage the world’s economy and know who has the mark.

7/29/23 Does Critical Race Theory Create Racism? 
Critical race theory is Marxism in disguise using race instead of class. Parent Tatiana Ibrahim 
blasted her school board for teaching racism and undermining faith in God! Professor Carol 
Swain says university Marxists created this fantasy of systemic racism to divide the country. 
Sen. Ted Cruz says CRT is Marxist based. The teachers union, the NEA, is promoting CRT.



Candace Owens says classrooms have become predatory to children. Chris Rufo says critical 
race theory is the world-view of public schools. The answer for unity, says former pro football 
star Jack Brewer, is teach love for one another as Christ taught.

8/5/23 Communicating with a Lost Generation, p 1 
America has the largest number of Christian colleges, churches, Christian media and 
resources in the world. Yet with all these resources, why is America becoming less Christian? 
Christians pray for revival but put 90% of Christian kids in schools of atheism. Ken Ham, 
founder of Answers in Genesis and the Ark Encounter, and the author of The Answers books, 
says older generations had an Acts 2 basic understanding of Christianity. But the younger 
generations are like the Greeks in Acts 17 who had no understanding of God, sin or the Bible. 
We need revival, but how can God bring revival without reformation?

8/12/23 Communicating with a Lost Generation, p 2 
Americans are more divided than ever as younger generation seem like a different culture. 
How can we communicate the gospel to those without any basic Biblical understanding? Ken 
Ham, founder of Answers in Genesis and the Ark Encounter and the author of The Answers 
books, says younger generations understand the universe to be billions of years old. Thus, to 
them, there was death before Adam sinned, and God is to blame for sin, sickness and death, 
not sin! The earth, prior to sin, was a perfect paradise God called very good. People and 
animals were vegetarians. There was no death until Adam sinned.

8/19/23 Be Not Conformed to the World, pt 1 
Radio hosts Kevin Swanson and Adam McManus say putting a Christian in public school is 
like playing Russian roulette with their education, their beliefs and their souls. But instead of 
one bullet, there are 4 or 5 bullets in the gun. Public schools rob children of their innocence 
and confuse them with critical race theory. Dennis Prager said, “The one thing people can do 
to fight against the Leftist destruction of our nation is to take their children out of public 
schools.” Carole Joy Seid, said, “The most effective tool in shaping a child’s character is great 
literature.” The right book at the right time can change a child’s destiny.

8/26/23 Be Not Conformed to the World, pt 2 
“Schools make kids dumber,” says 17 year-old Eddie Zhong, who started his own successful 
computer business. “Schools can stunt creative thinking.” Education for the masses is not as 
good as one-on-one. Israel Wayne, author of Homeschooling From A Biblical Worldview, says 
public schools don’t train young minds to think critically to debate both sides of issues, but 
homeschool does. What is a good education without Christ in every subject? Secular schools 
make secular students. Education is Biblical discipleship. Dr Raymond Moore, the father of 
homeschooling, says producing genius in children has three common elements.

9/2/23 Brain Chips & the 4th Reich, pt 1 
The ideas that deceived the German people in Hitler’s day are being implemented to deceive 
the world today. Billy Crone, author of Klaus Schwab, The World Economic Forum and the 
Coming Mark of the Beast, says Schwab is building the infrastructure for the anti-Christ to 
require everyone to have his mark to buy anything. Elon Musk says microchips in human 
brains will help paraplegics. Brain implants will be required by the anti-Christ to know if people 
are really worshipping him. Cut of Klaus Schwab praising Biden for being his best disciple. 
The Great Reset means the destruction of our economy in order to remake it!



9/9/23 Brain Chips & Digital Currency, pt 2 
Human brains implanted with microchips that connect a person to the Internet is becoming a 
reality. But if your brain is part of the World Wide Web, will you lose your mind? Proponents of 
a brain chip connected to the net say you could learn a college education without going to 
college. Pastor Billy Crone, author of Klaus Schwab, The World Economic Forum and the 
Coming Mark of the Beast, says according to Rev. 13, the world’s economy will be controlled 
by one man. China is the model for the world with government control over every aspect of 
life. Digital currency means you could lose your bank account for protesting.

9/16/23 Invasion of Ancient gods, pt 1 
Just as the gospel transformed pagan cultures, so the pagan gods are transforming our 
culture. Are pagan gods really demonic spirits? Ancient Israel was destroyed, because they 
turned away from worshipping the true and living God to worshipping false gods like Baal. 
Jonathan Cahn, best selling author of The Return of the Gods, says, behind abortion and the 
crazy events we see today are the gods of ancient cultures that were cast out by the gospel 
but have come back with a vengeance into our culture. Child sacrifice was practiced to 
appease pagan gods by the thousands, but we’ve sacrificed millions in abortion.

9/23/23 Invasion of Ancient gods, pt 2 
Although we don’t see Americans worshipping idols or pagan gods of wood and stone, we’re 
too civilized and scientific for that. Behind the ancient gods are actual demonic spirits that are 
disguised and infiltrating our schools, media and government. Jonathan Cahn, best selling 
author of The Return of the Gods, says, spirits cast out of pagan cultures have come to 
America. Baal, the god of apostasy, is turning a Christian nation into a pagan nation through 
the public schools. Ishtar, the goddess of sexuality, blurs reality by feminizing boys and 
masculinizing girls. The goal of the gods is to destroy America as it did Israel.

9/30/23 Marxism in America, pt 1 
The Democrat strategy to win the next election is to put the top Republican candidate in 
prison. This will end free elections and the basis of our Constitutional Republic. Victor Davis 
Hanson, author of The Dying Citizen, says, ”For the first time in history President Biden is 
prosecuting President Trump for election interference, while the Democrats, ironically, are 
interfering with the upcoming election by prosecuting Trump. Trump’s indictments are 
lightweight compared with Biden’s bribery and treason clearly spelled out in the Constitution. 
The Marxist Left has pushed too far and awakened a sleeping giant. But is it too late?

2. FOCUS ON THE FAMILY BROADCAST AIRED 10:30am and 7:30pm Monday thru Friday

7/3/23 Changing the World Through a Lemonade Stand

When it comes to helping the needy, you may feel overwhelmed and underqualified. If so, listen in as 
Chris Marlow, author of Doing Good is Simple, describes how you can make a difference in the lives 
of others by starting out small and using your passion and talents.

https://www.focusonthefamily.com/episodes/broadcast/changing-the-world-through-a-lemonade-stand/


7/4/23 Revolutionary Faith in the Birth of America

Rod Gragg recounts fascinating stories of our nation’s history and how Christians can learn from the 
faith of America’s past leaders. He shares about the first Independence Day celebration, and how 
churches today can flourish in the midst of a cultural shift away from a Biblical worldview.

7/5/23 to Become an Adult (Part 1 of 2)

Psychologist Dr. Kenneth Wilgus offers parents a strategy of “planned emancipation” whereby they 
can help prepare their teens for adulthood by carefully and progressively withdrawing their control over 
key areas of their teen’s life. (Part 1 of 2)

7/6/23 to Become an Adult (Part 2 of 2)

Psychologist Dr. Kenneth Wilgus offers parents a strategy of “planned emancipation” whereby they 
can help prepare their teens for adulthood by carefully and progressively withdrawing their control over 
key areas of their teen’s life. (Part 2 of 2)

7/7/23 The Best Choices You Can Make for Your Marriage

Dr. Ron and Jan Welch will talk about communicating well, choosing forgiveness and unselfishness, 
and challenging unspoken truths. If couples can learn to show respect, honor and love each other, a lot 
of their conflict will go away.

7/10/23 Talking to Your Kids About Sexuality and Gender

In a culture where your truth and identity seem to be the most important topic, it can be difficult to 
navigate conversations surrounding truth and grace with your children. Hillary Ferrer and Amy 
Davison discuss ways to educate your children about gender and sexuality in their schools, churches, 
and personal relationships, 

7/11/23 Seeing Life with New Vision

Born legally blind, Karen Wingate saw her life from what she would describe as “an industrial-strength 
shower curtain”. Karen lived her life without sight as a wife and a mom until, at fifty-five years old, she 
went into surgery and came out with her vision miraculously restored! She explains how she started to 
view God,

7/12/23 Becoming Friends With Your In-Laws (Part 1 of 2)

Dr. Gary Chapman offers seven principles that will radically transform your relationship with your in-
laws. By learning and practicing these basic communication skills, you will build and strengthen the 
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connection you have with your spouse’s parents and siblings. It’s not an overnight process, but a 
journey that will revive and improve any relationship. 

7/13/23 Becoming Friends With Your In-Laws (Part 2 of 2)

Dr. Gary Chapman offers seven principles that will radically transform your relationship with your in-
laws. By learning and practicing these basic communication skills, you will build and strengthen the 
connection you have with your spouse’s parents and siblings. It’s not an overnight process, but a 
journey that will revive and improve any relationship. 

7/14/23 Raising Godly Children in Today’s Culture

Arlene Pellicane shares fun stories and power-packed research to encourage you with nuts-and-bolts 
reminders of strong parenting—teaching respect, instilling character, and spending intentional time 
with your children.

7/17/23 A Legacy of Music and Trusting the Lord

Larnelle Harris shares stories about how God redeemed the dysfunctional past of his parents, the many 
African-American teachers who sacrificed their time and energy to give young men like himself a 
better future, and how his faithfulness to godly principles gave him greater opportunities and career 
success than anything else.

7/18/23 Rejecting Divorce and Choosing to Stay (Part 1 of 2)

Carey and Toni Nieuwhof’s marriage wasn’t always happy and filled with love. There was a time when 
they were on the brink of divorce, and though they tried to make amends, they kept falling into a cycle 
of fighting, anger and distance. Today, Carey and Toni say they can’t imagine considering divorce. 

7/19/23 Rejecting Divorce and Choosing to Stay (Part 2 of 2)

Carey and Toni Nieuwhof’s marriage wasn’t always happy and filled with love. There was a time when 
they were on the brink of divorce, and though they tried to make amends, they kept falling into a cycle 
of fighting, anger and distance. Today, Carey and Toni say they can’t imagine considering divorce. 

7/2023 Guiding Your Daughter Into Womanhood

Robin Jones Gunn and Jenny Coffey stress that Mom should be the safest person in her daughter’s life 
– where the conversation about puberty and development can be ongoing. The duo explains that a girl’s 
self-image and self-esteem will be profoundly impacted by how parents navigate this child’s first 
exposure to sexuality.
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7/21/23 Living as Salt and Light In Today’s Culture

Every generation of Christians wrestles with big questions. Dr. Del Tackett shares his passion to 
examine and answer these questions based upon his thorough study of the Scripture, worldview 
teaching, and his keen insights into today’s culture. He also warns believers about ‘Me-focused’ 
Christianity and encourages families to engage their neighbors with love

7/24/23 Changing Your Mindset in Marriage

Thinking more positively of your spouse can change your marriage! Ted Lowe helps you better 
understand how a shift in your thoughts toward yourself and your spouse can give you a healthier and 
more loving marriage. By looking at your spouse through the filter of Philippians 4:8, you’ll learn ways 
to examine your mindset 

7/25/23 How Godly Moms Can Raise Godly Sons (Part 1 of 2)

Rhonda Stoppe and her son Brandon provide practical advice and encouragement for moms raising 
sons. The pair discuss discipline, equipping sons for independence, talking in ways that sons will listen, 
and giving boys a vision for manhood. (Part 1 of 2)

7/26/23 How Godly Moms Can Raise Godly Sons (Part 2 of 2)

Rhonda Stoppe and her son Brandon provide practical advice and encouragement for moms raising 
sons. The pair discuss discipline, equipping sons for independence, talking in ways that sons will listen, 
and giving boys a vision for manhood. (Part 2 of 2)

7/27/23 Twice Widowed, Always Blessed (Part 1 of 2)

Working as a Playboy Bunny, Robyn Dykstra was oblivious to God’s master plan for her life. But she 
eventually escaped a life of drugs, alcohol, and abuse and married a good Christian man. As she grew 
closer to the Lord, with a handsome husband, a nice house, and two wonderful children, her life 
seemed perfect. 

7/28/23 Twice Widowed, Always Blessed (Part 2 of 2)

Working as a Playboy Bunny, Robyn Dykstra was oblivious to God’s master plan for her life. But she 
eventually escaped a life of drugs, alcohol, and abuse and married a good Christian man. As she grew 
closer to the Lord, with a handsome husband, a nice house, and two wonderful children, her life 
seemed perfect. 
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7/31/23 Parenting Struggles and What They Teach

Parenting has its challenging moments, but the rewards and laughter can outweigh the struggles. Ken 
Swarner provides humorous stories and lighthearted spiritual lessons about parenting with humility and 
trusting God.

8/1/23 Learning About God’s Mercy

Can you earn God’s love? Radio host and author Brant Hansen explores the breadth of God’s grace and 
how he has seen it played out in his own life, and in his work with a medical missionary organization in 
countries like Afghanistan. His conclusion: God is good!

8/2/23 Encouragement for Remarried Couples (Part 1 of 2)

Gil and Brenda Stuart offer advice and hope to remarried couples as they address the difficult 
challenges stepfamilies face. (Part 1 of 2)

8/3/23 Encouragement for Remarried Couples (Part 2 of 2)

Gil and Brenda Stuart offer advice and hope to remarried couples as they address the difficult 
challenges stepfamilies face. (Part 2 of 2)

8/4/23 Reaching the Next Generation For Christ

J. Warner Wallace is a former cold-case detective and former atheist. Then he used his investigative 
skills to explore the Christian worldview, and he discovered the claims in the Bible to be true. Now he 
encourages others to better understand the Christian faith and defend it by asking the tough questions of 
young people

8/7/23 Getting Real With God and Finding Salvation For My Family

Sometimes we have to get out of the way and allow God to intervene in a situation. Author Sharon 
Jaynes has seen this truth played out in many ways, especially in her parents’ tempestuous relationship, 
which went from rocky to restored. Tune in for an inspiring message that illustrates God’s power to 
work 

8/8/23 Navigating the Early Grade School Years

Author Erin MacPherson and her mother, Ellen Schuknecht, an educator, offer encouragement and 
advice to moms of early grade school-aged children.
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8/9/23 Clearing Out Your Space and Schedule (Part 1 of 2)

Courtney Ellis wants to invite families to follow her example in decluttering her life, her home & her 
schedule. Courtney also described why too many screens & too much technology is a form of clutter — 
and how her kids would often see the back of her hand holding a phone 

8/10/23 Clearing Out Your Space and Schedule (Part 2 of 2)

Courtney Ellis wants to invite families to follow her example in decluttering her life, her home & her 
schedule. Courtney also described why too many screens & too much technology is a form of clutter — 
and how her kids would often see the back of her hand holding a phone 

8/11/23 Three Kinds of Love You Need For Your Marriage

Dr. David Gudgel wants to equip couples to have successful and enjoyable marriages. In this broadcast, 
Dr. Gudgel reviews the three Greek words for love – AGAPE (sacrificial love), PHILEO (friendship 
love), and EROS (romantic love) – and encourages couples to intentionally work on all three to 
improve their relationship.

8/14/23 Making Positive Choices for a Stronger Marriage

Dr. Ron and Jan Welch help husbands and wives better understand the power of choice in their 
marriages and how they can be intentional in improving and strengthening their relationships. In this 
discussion, they will focus on the power of belief and choosing to hope, letting go of the past,

8/15/23 Justice for the Pre-Born and Their Mothers

Former NFL tight end Benjamin Watson, a passionate advocate for life, wants to make abortion 
unthinkable in the post-Roe cultural landscape. Benjamin shares insights on how a renewed 
commitment to holistic justice and human flourishing can make a big difference in the fight for life.

8/16/23 A Father’s Influence In His Daughter’s Life (Part 1 of 2)

Dr. Kevin Leman and Kim Trobee share stories and thoughts on why the dad-daughter relationship 
matters, and how important it is to spend time and invest in this relationship wisely. They discuss how 
significant a dad’s influence is in a daughter’s life and how it impacts her future relationships with the 
opposite sex.

8/17/23 A Father’s Influence In His Daughter’s Life (Part 2 of 2)

Dr. Kevin Leman and Kim Trobee share stories and thoughts on why the dad-daughter relationship 
matters, and how important it is to spend time and invest in this relationship wisely. They discuss how 
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significant a dad’s influence is in a daughter’s life and how it impacts her future relationships with the 
opposite sex.

8/18/23 Helping Your Loved One Find Freedom From Addiction

When addiction steps in, your family may be turned upside down. In this compelling interview, Victor 
Torres shares his dramatic story of growing up on the streets of New York City as a gang member and 
a heroin addict and how God intervened to change his life. He’ll identify some signs of substance abuse

8/21/23 Cultivating Your Child’s Habits for a Relationship With God

Janel Breitenstein explores spiritual life skills like identity and discernment and offers practical ways to 
help your child develop those. You’ll learn to equip your child to become a disciple who is “on fire” for 
Jesus.

8/22/23 Embracing God’s Purpose for Your Marriage

Debra Fileta explains how marriage requires unconditional love and sacrifice, which in turn draws us 
closer to God as we are sculpted more in His image. She urges us to embrace a selfless “we”-mindset 
over the more common self-focused mindset.

8/23/23 Walking With God Through Trials (Part 1 of 2)

Michele Cushatt shares her story of walking through difficult times and how faithful God was 
throughout. She explores ten practices—concepts such as lament, humility, contentment, and 
perspective—that will help you build and strengthen your faith so you can weather those stressful 
seasons with God. (Part 1 of 2)

8/24/23 Walking With God Through Trials (Part 2 of 2)

Michele Cushatt shares her story of walking through difficult times and how faithful God was 
throughout. She explores ten practices—concepts such as lament, humility, contentment, and 
perspective—that will help you build and strengthen your faith so you can weather those stressful 
seasons with God. (Part 2 of 2)

8/25/23 Braving Middle School Like a Boss

Best-selling author Jonathan Catherman and his teen sons, Reed and Cole, offer encouragement to 
parents and kids who are worried about leaving behind the familiarity of elementary school to 
transition to middle school. Our guests cover topics that include bullies, relationship drama, 
communication with parents, and much more.
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8/28/23 Lord, Keep Us Free (Part 1 of 2)

Imagine being raised to ‘worship’ a political leader, only to find he’s committed suicide and his Master 
Plan has failed. Where do you turn? As a Nazi Youth leader during WWII, Hansi Hirschmann believed 
in Hitler’s Third Reich, and was devasted by his death. After escaping from a communist labor camp, 

8/29/23 Lord, Keep Us Free (Part 2 of 2)

Imagine being raised to ‘worship’ a political leader, only to find he’s committed suicide and his Master 
Plan has failed. Where do you turn? As a Nazi Youth leader during WWII, Hansi Hirschmann believed 
in Hitler’s Third Reich, and was devasted by his death. After escaping from a communist labor camp, 

8/30/23 Preparing Your Kids for the Teen Years (Part 1 of 2)

Focus on the Family Vice President of Parenting and Youth Danny Huerta and popular author Jessie 
Minassian offer parents practical advice for teaching their kids about sex, puberty, and the many 
changes they’ll experience during their teen years. (Part 1 of 2)

8/31/23 Preparing Your Kids for the Teen Years (Part 2 of 2)

Focus on the Family Vice President of Parenting and Youth Danny Huerta and popular author Jessie 
Minassian offer parents practical advice for teaching their kids about sex, puberty, and the many 
changes they’ll experience during their teen years. (Part 2 of 2)

9/1/23 Connecting Spiritually With Your Spouse

Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley share today about their own struggles and joys in connecting in marriage. 
They emphasize having first of all, a relationship with God, which enables true spiritual connection 
with one’s spouse. The Smalleys outline some great practical ways in which spouses can better relate 
on a spiritual level.

9/4/23 How My Teacher Made a Difference

Focus on the Family listeners pay tribute to their favorite teachers–those who impacted their lives and 
helped shape who they are today. As the new school year begins, we will honor teachers and help them 
keep the long-term perspective in mind.

9/5/23 Rediscovering the Joy In Your Marriage

When you get married, you look forward to the ways you and your spouse can take on the grind of life 
full force. But what happens when your spouse becomes the grind? Ted Cunningham returns to 
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describe how you can learn to communicate well with your spouse to have a joy-filled marriage, no 
matter what

9/6/23 Having a Kingdom Mindset In Our Walk With God (Part 1 of 2)

Dr. Tony Evans will challenge you to be disciplined in your daily walk and grow as a kingdom citizen 
to reach a lost culture with the ultimate hope. He’ll caution you about the world’s enticing traps of 
money, possessions, and cultural acceptance as he encourages a much better alternative – abiding in 
Christ. 

9/7/23 Having a Kingdom Mindset In Our Walk With God (Part 2 of 2)

Dr. Tony Evans will challenge you to be disciplined in your daily walk and grow as a kingdom citizen 
to reach a lost culture with the ultimate hope. He’ll caution you about the world’s enticing traps of 
money, possessions, and cultural acceptance as he encourages a much better alternative – abiding in 
Christ. 

9/8/23 The Truth Behind Mommy Platitudes

Becky Baudouin offers helpful encouragement for moms. She examines some parenting platitudes that 
well-intentioned people say—such as “Enjoy every minute!” or “Being a mom is the hardest job in the 
world.” With biblical truth, gritty honesty, and personal stories, Becky bolsters moms in the thick of it 
and, as someone who has “been there”, 

9/11/23 How to Raise Strong Believers

Author Natasha Crain challenges moms to use everyday situations to start conversations with their kids 
about faith. She outlines essential topics parents should cover with their kids, such as how to have a 
relationship with God and how to make sense of evil.

9/12/23 Clinging to God Through the Pain of Depression (Part 1 of 2)

Sarah Robinson struggled with suicidal ideation and depressive thoughts that plagued her soul. Sarah 
shares her story of clinging to Christ and gives practical help to those in need. (Part 1 of 2)

9/13/23 Clinging to God Through the Pain of Depression (Part 2 of 2)

Sarah Robinson struggled with suicidal ideation and depressive thoughts that plagued her soul. Sarah 
shares her story of clinging to Christ and gives practical help to those in need. (Part 2 of 2)
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9/14/23 A Hopeful View of America’s Future

Tim Goeglein, Vice President of External and Government Relations for Focus on the Family, 
encourages listeners to honor America’s remarkable spiritual heritage, while inspiring us to influence 
the culture with faith and optimism. He’ll share about the vision, faith, and hopes of America’s 
Founding Fathers and the importance of understanding our history 

9/15/23 Aiming For a Godly Marriage in the Dating Years

Dating in today’s culture has changed significantly in a generation. Single adults are often less 
intentional about thinking and planning ahead for a future marriage. And many Christians aren’t 
committed to moral boundaries anymore in their dating relationships. Tovares and Safa Grey want to 
change that dynamic by pointing single adults to God’s design 

9/18/23 How Jesus Redeemed My Gender Confusion

Linda Seiler shares her remarkable story of growing up desperately wanting to be a boy. She describes 
her 20-year struggle with gender confusion and same-sex attractions, which were not resolved after her 
conversion to Christianity. After confessing her secret to a college pastor who exemplified God’s 
compassion and grace, 

9/19/23 Being an Intentional Grandparent to Teens

Mark Gregston, grandfather of four, encourages you to be intentional in the lives of your teen 
grandchildren. Through storytelling, humor, time, and love, you can be a special influence on your 
grandkids and build a legacy of hope in your family.

9/20/23 Drawing Closer to God and Each Other (Part 1 of 2)

Gary Thomas, author of A Lifelong Love, discusses how to worship God to bring you into unity as a 
couple, how to allow God to rub away your own selfishness and how couples can intentionally pursue 
oneness in marriage. He explores how to reduce expectations for your spouse, how to find your 
confidence in God, 

9/21/23 Drawing Closer to God and Each Other (Part 2 of 2)

Gary Thomas, author of A Lifelong Love, discusses how to worship God to bring you into unity as a 
couple, how to allow God to rub away your own selfishness and how couples can intentionally pursue 
oneness in marriage. He explores how to reduce expectations for your spouse, how to find your 
confidence in God, 
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9/22/23 Showing Your Child Their True Worth

Peter Mutabazi shares his journey from street kid to foster dad. As a young kid on the streets of 
Kampala, Uganda, Peter’s life changed when one man showed compassion and kindness. Now he’s 
giving back, opening his home to children in foster care. Learn how you can come alongside kids in 
need

9/25/23 Five Ingredients You Need for a Healthy Family (Part 1 of 2)

Dr. Gary Chapman shares about creating a nurturing environment in your family. He will unpack five 
important traits: families serving together, the husbands and wives relating intimately on a physical and 
emotional level, parents guiding, children obeying and honoring parents, and finally, husbands loving 
and leading. You’ll be inspired to help your family thrive.

9/26/23 Five Ingredients You Need for a Healthy Family (Part 2 of 2)

Dr. Gary Chapman shares about creating a nurturing environment in your family. He will unpack five 
important traits: families serving together, the husbands and wives relating intimately on a physical and 
emotional level, parents guiding, children obeying and honoring parents, and finally, husbands loving 
and leading. You’ll be inspired to help your family thrive.

9/27/23 Sharing the Gospel Through Hospitality (Part 1 of 2)

Dr. Rosaria Champagne Butterfield challenges listeners to share God’s love by opening their home to 
strangers, neighbors, and anyone in need, in a discussion based on her book The Gospel Comes With a 
House Key: Practicing Radically Ordinary Hospitality in Our Post-Christian World. (Part 1 of 2)

9/28/23 Sharing the Gospel Through Hospitality (Part 2 of 2)

Dr. Rosaria Champagne Butterfield challenges listeners to share God’s love by opening their home to 
strangers, neighbors, and anyone in need, in a discussion based on her book The Gospel Comes With a 
House Key: Practicing Radically Ordinary Hospitality in Our Post-Christian World. (Part 2 of 2)

9/29/23 Encouraging Your Kids to Discuss Their Feelings

Feelings can be confusing for children to experience and express. In this upbeat message, Dr. Joshua 
Straub will equip you to create a safe environment in your home, so that your children can express 
what they are feeling and learn how to manage their emotions.
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